Finite element dynamic analysis of soft tissues using state-space model.
A finite element (FE) model is employed to investigate the dynamic response of soft tissues under external excitations, particularly corresponding to the case of harmonic motion imaging. A solid 3D mixed 'u-p' element S8P0 is implemented to capture the near-incompressibility inherent in soft tissues. Two important aspects in structural modelling of these tissues are studied; these are the influence of viscous damping on the dynamic response and, following FE-modelling, a developed state-space formulation that valuates the efficiency of several order reduction methods. It is illustrated that the order of the mathematical model can be significantly reduced, while preserving the accuracy of the observed system dynamics. Thus, the reduced-order state-space representation of soft tissues for general dynamic analysis significantly reduces the computational cost and provides a unitary framework for the 'forward' simulation and 'inverse' estimation of soft tissues. Moreover, the results suggest that damping in soft-tissue is significant, effectively cancelling the contribution of all but the first few vibration modes.